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Is a black and white dachshund rare

Is black a color? Is white a color? The answer to these two questions is: it all depends on your perspective. Ask a scientist or physicist, and they will give you a completely different answer than an artist, a chemist, or even a child with a box of crayons. No one is completely right or wrong, because how we define the word
colour is completely subjective. Like many words in the English language, it has more than one meaning, and it all depends on the context. Talk about a colourful debate! Just as our taste buds interpret molecules as different flavors for our brains, our eyes can translate different parts of the light spectrum into the colors
we see. Red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet are the colors in a pure rainbow or spectrum of light. What we call color is simply the reflection of different parts of the light spectrum that we perceive through our optic nerves, translated for our brains. nu_andrei / Getty Images Artists and chemists believe that
black is the presence of color and white is the absence of color because they see colors in terms of pigment. Think about it -- you can mix colors to create black, but you can't mix colors to create white. The only way to make something white is to bleach or remove the color. Therefore, black is a color, and white is not. A
blank white canvas, a blank white sheet of paper, a blank white word processing document – none of this represents anything. Empty space. RoBeDeRo / Getty Images Scientists and physicists, on the other hand, believe exactly the opposite. You think of color in terms of wavelengths on the light spectrum. Black is the
absence of light -- it actually absorbs light wavelengths and is therefore not a color because it is the absence of a color. White, on the other hand, means the presence of all colors on the visible light spectrum. Because it is a mixture of all wavelengths of light, some argue that white is not a true color either. ThomasVogel
/ Getty ImagesAlthough no one can agree on whether black and white are colours or not, what happens when you mix both? Does grey count as a standalone color? The answer is yes, for the most part. Gray is considered an intermediate color between black and white. But it is an achromatic color, which means that it is
a color without color because it actually does not reflect any color wavelengths, such as blue, red or green. The human eye is only able to distinguish between about 30 shades of grey. jcarroll-images / Getty Images According to color psychology, black symbolizes seriousness, aggression, authority, rebellion, evil, death,
authority, strength, mystery, fear and It also symbolizes wealth, sophistication and elegance. Tuxedos are black, and stereotypically every woman wants a little black dress in her wardrobe. Black-tie events are the most formal. A black black in martial arts is the highest, most prestigious rank. Black is also a threatening
color. A blacklist is a list of things to avoid, the black market is the illegal trade in goods, and to blackmail someone in order to get something by threat. Dark black is the symbol of mourning in the Western world. In the financial world, the black numbers mean that a company benefits from it and is doing well. TARIK
KIZILKAYA / Getty Images According to color psychology, white is the color of light, goodness, sky, security, brilliance, enlightenment, understanding, faith, beginnings, spirituality, possibility, humility, sincerity, protection and softness. Angels are depicted with white wings in white robes. White pigeons are the symbol of
peace. A white flag is a symbol of surrender. A whitelist is a list of items that are good or acceptable. A white knight is a noble hero. In the Western world, brides and girls are traditionally dressed in white from head to mouth during their First Communion, because they are associated with perfection, purity, virginity, and
innocence. Pure white is also more easily contaminated than any other color, so it is strongly associated with sterility and cleanliness. digitalgenetics / Getty ImagesVery few people wonder why text is almost always black with white in the background. Think of every book you've read, every paper you've written on, and
every magazine article, online or offline. The reason the practice is so common is that the contrast from black to white has been proven time and again to read the easiest way from any color scheme. In fact, the Gutenberg Bible, which was the first book ever printed, was printed with black writing on white paper, which
has been the standard for printing ever since. You may remember that the first computers almost always had a green type on a black background. But when it was discovered that the reading accuracy jumped by 26% with traditional black on white, the switch was made as soon as it was technologically possible. Eerik /
Getty Images The flattest, mattest, blackest blackever ever seen with the naked human eye on Earth was grounded in 2014 by a nanotech company in England -- they called it Vantablack. Vantablack captures up to 99.96% of visible light, making each surface look like an void. Much to the public's dismay, the company
has licensed the exclusive use of Vantablack to an artist named Anisk Kapoor. Everyone else is forbidden to use it. Needless to say, many people are dissatisfied with Kapoor's refusal to share his black, and now there is a feverish movement to develop an even blacker black that can be used in all. jeffbergen / Getty
Images Scientists claim that the cyphochilus beetle, a common pest in Asia, has scales that are the whitest white found in nature. Inspired by this little beetle, researchers have created a super-thin, ultra-white, non-toxic, edible edible 20 times whiter than paper, which can potentially be used in tooth whitening, cosmetics,
paints and the pharmaceutical industry in the future. That sounds very white to us! tcy26 / Getty Images While it is impossible to combine colors to make white because white by definition is the lack of pigmentation, you can simply make black color at home simply by mixing a combination of colors. While you will never
be able to reach the pure black, you will find in-store purchased color tubes, you can create a bespoke off-black color that actually has much more character. All you need is a mixture of equal amounts of yellow, red and blue color. After mixing a blackish hue from this combination, you can adjust the hue to your liking.
Add a bit more blue for a midnight black, add a bit more red for a warmer black, and so on and so forth. The possibilities are endless. Have fun with it! valentinrussanov / Getty Images This high-contrast combination can add sophistication and drama to any room. Learn how to integrate black and white into your home
with ideas from these inspiring spaces. How do you decorate yourself with black and white? For each room, the first step is to decide how the room should feel. Words such as soothing, dramatic, sophisticated, classic, chic and cosy can all be great descriptions. Find inspiration in fabulous fabric or a work of art. Take
hints of high fashion, and go for bold contrast -- but the most important thing is that you absolutely need to be ready to make a statement, otherwise it will fall flat. Advertising The modern feel of the wooden floors in this serene bedroom gives the otherwise more traditional, feminine style a masculine touch. It is a high
contrast of the best shape -- not only in color, but also in style. The black and white marble plaid slabs give this otherwise traditional, white kitchen a classic personality and a little whim. The high-gloss black island and the chrome hardware keep things interesting and unexpected as they capture some drama and
glamour. Advertising A traditional damask wallpaper is given a fresh and modern lease on life when done in a graphic color scheme. The combination with hot pink and many white walls makes it a whimsical dream. By changing the scales of the different damask patterns on the accessories and walls, the room remains
cohesive without going overboard. The benchmark is everything. (Read how to use scale here.) Black and white stripes are classic and can immediately arouse interest in an otherwise simple room. Keep other accessories simply to provide maximum visual impact. Also consider changing the whites. By making the walls
and floors here in cream, the exposed painted bricks and plainly painted floors feel much warmer than they might have with a real bright white. This comfortable, modern kitchen is based on traditional design with shaker-style cabinets. There has been a fresh, modern spin by painting the island a beautiful inky black. The
wooden floors provide warmth and keep it from feeling too strong. Advertisement 1 of 13 viscose crepe layer dress by Thakoon from spring/summer 2009. 2 of 13 Caterpillar polyacrylic viscose by Schumacher.Only available for retail. 3 of 13 David Hicks of Ashley Hicks' Chinese Fret Chenille Viscose Mix by Lee Jofa.
Available for trading only. 4 of 13 Trend Alert: Black and White #20805-375 Cotton by Duralee.Only available for trade. 5 of 13 Selfish Giant Porcelain Lamp by KleinReid. 6 of 13 Trend Alert: Black and White Kikko Floral Linen by Ralph Lauren Home. 7 of 13 Bellecombe wool blend pillows and throw by Pierre
Frey.Available for retail only. 8 of 13 Barlume resin and mirror trays by Armani/Casa. 9 of 13 Odda wool cotton by De Ploeg by Pollack.Only available for sale. 10 of 13 Trend Alert: Black and White Brummer Silk by Silk Trading Co. 11 of 13 Trend Alert: Black and White Chalice and Keyway Opal Glass Kelbebebe by Lynn
Everett Read. 12 of 13 Black Aves Platinum Bone-China Plate by Royal Crown Derby. 13 of 13 This article was featured in the January 2009 issue. Problem.
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